
 All things Downton at the Nichols Library   

 

 Season three of Downton Abbey, the popular BBC series, is now on hand at the library for 

viewing.   Ok, it’s soap. But what a soap. Though the war has ended, dark clouds gather and the 

winds of social change are sweeping through the well-appointed manor, as money woes, 

romantic intrigue, and difficult relations threaten the Crowley’s tranquility.  It may not be grey 

film or literature but it will keep you entertained. If you have already seen the episodes on PBS 

or finished the DVDs, don't worry.  The library has a rich selection of entertainments in the 

Downton vein: ensemble casts, rich characterization, the jostling between lords and underlings.  

 

 Gosford Park.  A party gathers at a country estate for a weekend.   Behind the gaiety, 

children angle for favors and daughters rival for beaus.  When one of the principles ends up 

dead, it appears that almost everyone had a motive.  But no one actually has any idea who done 

it. Written by Julian Fellows, the guiding light behind Downton, and directed by Robert Altman, 

that rare American director who can manage a large cast, the film rolls gracefully to its surprise 

denouement. The movie is sumptuously filmed and exquisitely acted, including Maggie Smith, 

in a part much like the Dowager Crowley of Downton.  Not to be missed.  

 

 Becoming Jane. This period piece imagines the biographical roots behind pride and 

prejudice. Jane, the a country reverend, has yet to find a suitable husband and to be a writer, to 

the dismay of her mother and proud delight of her father. She attracts the interest of a well-to do 

gentleman (whose mother is played by Maggie Smith) and an arrogant Irish barrister.  

 

 Best Exotic Marigold Hotel.  British elders ‘outsource’ their retirement to India.  The 

group which arrives at the Hotel is divided both by their background and by their willingness to 

adapt.  Maggie Smith shines yet again as a widowed curmudgeon. 

 

 Master and Commander. Wait, this is a war movie. Right? Well, yes. There is an upstairs 

(the Captain and his officers) and a down (the men before the mast). The film is in many ways a 

character study. Captain Aubrey’s traditional military values conflict with the humane ship’s 

doctor, the young midshipmen learn to rise to responsibility, and the crew serve under standards 

of discipline far more stringent than at Downton. Again, the visuals are strong and the acting 

sharp.    

 

 Chariots of Fire.  Two British athletes run afoul of the social order at the 1924 

Olympics. The Harold Abramson, a rare Jew at that bastion of tradition, Cambridge, offends for 

hiring a professional coach.  Evangelical Eric Liddel causes consternation when he refuses to 

race on the Sabbath. While Abramson and Liddel are central to the action, they are surrounded 

by a fine cast of fellow students, coaches, family and sweethearts, who had texture to the main 

story.  

 

 Enchanted April.  A pair of middle class women, eager to for a respite from their dreary 

lives and equally dreary weather rent an Italian villa. Seeking fellow renters to share the expense, 

they form an unlikely alliance with a jaded socialite and a dowager consumed with memories.  

It’s a dash of midsummer night as mismatched couples get straightened out and warm Italian 

countryside works its magic.  



  

 Much Ado about Nothing.  Speaking of Italian villas, the Shakespeare comedy gets a 

glossy treatment in this film.  Beatrice (Emma Thompson) and Benedick (Kenneth Branaugh), 

both sworn enemies of love, fight off the inevitable to good comic result.  Great cast? Check.  

Sumptuous visuals? Check.  No downstairs, however. 

 

 A Room with a View. In this Merchant- Ivory classic, a trip to Italy wakens the passions 

in Miss Honeychurch, creating a tug of war between head (the well-bred Cecil) and heart (the 

free-thinking Mr. Emerson).   Maggie Smith (again) plays a muddled auntie and Simon Callow 

gives a lovely cameo as the avuncular Mr. Bebe.  A celebration of the passions against sense 

and sensibility. 

 

 Paradise Road.  A group of British women -- -diplomat's wives, nurses, missionaries 

and other hangers-on -- become prisoners of the Japanese after the fall of Singapore during 

WWII.  The women, divided by class and temperament, must overcome their differences to find 

common cause against their captors and to find the will to survive.  

 

 Brideshead Revisited.  The classic story of forbidden love and loss of innocence in the 

wake of the First World War.    

 

There's no American film that measures up quite in the same way. We can talk about why and 

what comes close another day.  

 


